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Abstract

Realistic ILC bunch trains are simulated in the linac, in-
cluding intra-train collective effects, and then analysed via
a realistic simulation of a laser-wire system, including ef-
fects of laser-wire signal extraction and detection. Impli-
cations are drawn for the use of laser-wires as a post-linac
machine diagnostic.

INTRODUCTION

Laser-wire (LW) systems will be used to measure trans-
verse beam sizes at a future linear collider [1, 2] because:
they can achieve micron-scale resolutions, they can with-
stand the power intensities in the beams, and they are essen-
tially non-invasive devices and so can be run continuously
during normal machine operation. LWs will be needed
throughout the linear collider including the damping rings,
ring-to-main-linac, possibly the linac itself, and the beam
delivery system (BDS). R&D for such LW systems is cur-
rently ongoing [4, 5, 6].

As described in [3], the maximum number Ndet of de-
tected LW Compton events when a laser pulse collides
fully-aligned with an electron bunch containing N e =
2 × 1010 electrons with energy 500 GeV is approximately
Ndet � 2.42× 104ηdet/σm when a pulsed laser with peak
power of 10 MW and wavelength 532 nm is used. In this
expression σm is in μm and is given by σm =

√
σ2

e + σ2
�

where σe is the RMS of the Gaussian electron charge distri-
bution and σ� is the RMS laser spot size. σm is the convo-
luted size of a laser-wire scan signal in the approximation
of infinite laser Rayleigh range; the full treatment for finite
Rayleigh range is given in Ref [3]. ηdet is the total detec-
tion efficiency of Compton events and is determined below
by full simulations in a realistic layout for the ILC [1].

SIMULATION OF ILC BUNCH TRAINS

An ILC train of 2820 bunches was simulated using
Placet [7]. The effects of short- and long-range wake-
fields in the accelerating cavities were considered, which
are responsible for the most critical intra-bunch and bunch-
to-bunch bunch distortions. The linac elements were mis-
aligned using the standard RMS values foreseen for the ma-
chine after the surveyor alignment:
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σvert quad pos 300.0 μm
σvert cavity pos 300.0 μm
σvert cavity pitch 300.0 μrad
σvert bpm pos 300.0 μm
BPM resolution 1 μm

then a realistic alignment procedure based on 1-to-1 correc-
tion followed by Dispersion Free Steering was applied, to
minimize the emittance growth due to the misalignments.
The electron bunches at the end of the linac were found to
be very well described by pure Gaussian distributions with
horizontal and vertical dimensions of σx = 39.0 μm and
σy = 1.80 μm respectively. The main effect of the intra-
train collective effects is to modulate the vertical (y) cen-
troid positions of the Gaussian bunches as shown in Fig. 1
for the first 350 bunches.
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Figure 1: The vertical centroid positions of the first 350
bunches of an ILC bunch train at the exit of the linac, in-
cluding wakefield effects and dispersion free steering.

This shows that, for a LW scan of a train of bunches,
approximately the first 200 bunches must either be ignored,
or the position of their centroids measured using fast BPMs
and subtracted on a bunch-by-bunch basis [3].

SIMULATIONS OF THE ILC LW
DETECTOR REGION

In the following we concentrate on a LW system located
in the ILC BDS, close to the exit of the main linac as de-
scribed in Ref [1]. The current ILC baseline design lo-
cates the LW detectors in the same chicane as that foreseen
for the upstream polarimeter, which presents challenges for
their detector location and effectiveness. In the following,
full simulations are performed using the code BDSIM [8],
which is based on Geant4 [9].
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Figure 2: LW detector region/ polarimeter chicane as mod-
elled in BDSIM. The electrons enter from the right.

A detailed view of the proposed LW detector region as
modelled in BDSIM, including a simulated LW Compton
event, is shown in Fig. 2; it is based on a design [10] where
the chicane has a fixed field with a 20 mm maximum dis-
persion at 250 GeV electron beam energy. The material
of the vacuum chamber is stainless steel with vertical di-
mension 20 mm and the chamber walls are 2 mm thick and
a 75 μm thick kapton window is included in front of the
polarimeter detector.

LW SIGNAL DETECTION

In principle both the electrons e−C and the photons γC

from the Compton process e−γlaser → e−CγC can be used
to detect the LW Compton signal. In the following the var-
ious issues relating to the detection of the final state are
described, together with a discussion of the main back-
grounds.

Detection of γC

Detecting the γC is a challenge because it is superposed
on a very large background due to synchrotron radiation
(SR) from the first dipole of the chicane [11]. For this rea-
son (discussed further below) a converter plus Cherenkov
detector is proposed, with the detector placed downstream
of one of the dipole magnets. The optimal thickness of lead
converter was determined to be 3.5 mm, so as to minimise
the statistical fluctuations in a downstream Cherenkov de-
tector with threshold of 9 MeV; full details can be found
in Ref. [12]. The efficiency of LW γC signal detection is
presented in Tab. 1, where the Cherenkov detector itself is
assumed to be 100% efficient for now.

SR Backgrounds The SR critical energy in the first
dipole of the polarimeter chicane is Ec = 4.1 MeV, but

Table 1: Efficiency of γC detection assuming a Cherenkov
detector threshold of 9 MeV and a detector transverse size
of 3.8 cm.

γC Detector Location ηdet

After converter 0.31
After converter and dipole 0.24

the γC energies are typically of order 10s of GeV, with a
maximum energy of about 200 GeV. This difference can
be exploited to separate the laser wire photon signal from
the SR background by using a thin converter together with
one of the chicane dipoles to form effectively a high-pass
filter; one of the dipoles in the second set of triplets in the
polarimeter chicane can be used naturally for this purpose.
The dipole has length 2.4 m and magnetic field 0.098 T and
so, if the Cherenkov detector has transverse size of about
3 cm, only tracks with energy greater than 2.8 GeV=683 E c

will be detected; the direct background from the SR photon
conversions should thus be negligible.

This configuration was simulated in BDSIM using an SR
generator [13] and was shown to result in negligible back-
ground from primary conversions in the converter, however
some background was found from secondary showers else-
where in the chicane at the level of 10 tracks per bunch.
This background is negligible and could be further reduced
by optimising the detailed layout of the chicane.

Linac Backgrounds The ILC reference design [1] lo-
cates the LW on a direct line of sight to the main linac,
which means that backgrounds in this region are likely to
be significant. If we assume a square converter of trans-
verse size L, then any photon with energy greater than
about 3 GeV impinging on that area would be a source of
background for the γC detection. Any off-energy electrons
are likely to be removed from the linac by over-focusing
in the linac quadrupoles and so are not considered further
here; however photons from the resulting electromagnetic
showers may be in issue. SR from the Linac quadrupole
fields has ∼ 102 times lower critical energy than that from
the chicane dipoles and will be subject to the same enor-
mous reduction factors of the converter/dipole/Cherenkov
system discussed above; so this potential source of back-
ground is not considered further here. This leaves beam-
gas bremsstrahlung as the most likely cause of backgrounds
from the linac.

The distance D of the linac relevant for producing pho-
ton background is effectively reduced by the geometric fac-
tor of the earth’s curvature RE to D � √REL. Assuming
L = 1 cm, this gives D � 250 m. Being conservative and
to allow for a final straight section for the linac, we now es-
timate the background from beam gas bremsstrahlung for
D = 300 m. The cross-section for bremsstrahlung off N2

or CO gas is estimated [14] to be σB � 5.51 barns when
the scattering cut-off is set at 1% of the beam energy, or
in our case 2.5 GeV, which is also (conservatively) the rel-
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Table 2: Efficiency of e−C detection as a function of the
clearance distance from the edge of the detector to the main
250 GeV beam line.

Clearance [mm] ηdet

2.5 0.95
5 0.84

7.5 0.76
10 0.68
15 0.58
20 0.50
25 0.43
30 0.38

evant cutoff for our detection system. Assuming pressure
P = 10 nTorr, temperature T = 2 K, and Ne = 2 × 1010

electrons per bunch, the number of background events per
bunch is DPNeσB/kBT where kB is Boltzmann’s con-
stant, which gives about 160 bremsstrahlung photons per
bunch. This is a few % of a typical peak LW signal for a
vertical LW scan (the signal is 10000 γC for σm � 2 μm)
and about 10% for a horizontal scan (with σm � 20 μm).
While not being catastrophic for LW operation, this back-
ground level may degrade the precision of the resulting
emittance measurements [3]. This is also a minimum
and irreducible background; other backgrounds related to
beam loss may also contribute, so clearly it would be more
favourable to locate the LW after a protective bend.

Detection of e−C

The energies of the e−C are peaked at low energies due to
the kinematics of Compton scattering and so they are de-
flected from the main beam by the dipole fields in the po-
larimeter chicane. A suitable Cherenkov detector could be
positioned between the first and second dipole magnets in
the second set of dipoles. The geometric efficiencies of e−C
detection are shown in table 2 as a function of the clearance
of the detector from the main beam, where efficiencies of
order 60% are possible; this is a significant improvement
on the early estimates [3].

LW Background in Polarimeter Detector

The integration of LW and polarimeter within the same
chicane raises the question of whether they can be operated
at the same time. In order to check whether the LW signal
affects the polarimeter operation, LW e−C and γC were sim-
ulated travelling through the entire length of the polarime-
ter vacuum chamber in the configuration described above.
The number of electron and positron tracks in the polarime-
ter detector due respectively to LW and polarimeter oper-
ation are shown in table 3. This first study thus indicates
that LW operation would generate a background of about
6% of the polarimeter signal.

Table 3: Number of hits in the polarimeter detector aris-
ing separately from LW and polarimeter operation, assum-
ing 10000 Compton events per bunch for both LW and po-
larimeter.

From e−C From γC From e−C,pol

370± 60 320± 30 6000± 30

SUMMARY

The LW detector region has been simulated in BDSIM
and detection efficiencies evaluated, including effects of
material interactions and secondaries. A simple calcula-
tion shows that it would be preferable to locate LW after a
large bend downstream of the linac to reduce linac-related
backgrounds. Preliminary simulations of wakefield effects
in the linac have indicated that wakefields do not seem to
affect significantly the Gaussian nature of ILC bunches, but
do affect their centroid positions early in the train.
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